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Abstract. In this paper, we proposed an unconditionally secure quantum Private Set Intersection 
Cardinality (PSI-CA) protocol. Compared with classical PSI-CA protocols, the proposed protocol 
can dramatically reduce the communication complexity, because it only requires O(1) 
communication cost, which is fully independent of the size of the sets. Furthermore, based on the 
proposed quantum PSI-CA protocol, we constructed a novel anonymous authentication scheme. 
This scheme can not only achieve two basic secure goals: secure authentication and anonymity, 
but can also dynamically update the authorized clients. When revoking any authorized client or 
adding a new client, it only needs to simply compute several set operations without any complex 
cryptographic operation, and thus it is very suitable for applications in some dynamic 
environments, e.g., large-scale client-server networks. 
Keywords: Quantum Computation; Quantum Communication; Private Set Intersection; Anonymous 
Authentication 
1. Introduction 
Private Set Intersection (PSI) is a primitive of secure multi-party computation [5,17] that enables two parties, a 
client and a server, to jointly compute the intersection of their respective sets without disclosing any private 
information about their inputs [11]. There are many practical applications of PSI especially in some both privacy-
preserving and information-sharing settings [26]. However, for certain settings with higher privacy requirements 
(e.g., privacy-preserving Data Analysis & Statistics), PSI reveals too much information (i.e., the partial or full 
content of the sets). Private Set Intersection Cardinality (PSI-CA) [7] just right meets these requirements, because of 
outputting only the cardinality, not any content of the intersection.  
Due to its important and wide applications, there appeared many PSI-CA protocols [7,4,8,13,16,27]. In these 
existing protocols, the most efficient PSI-CA protocol requires ( + ) costs in communication complexity [7], 
which increases linearly with both the client’s set size,  , and the server’s set size,  . This may not be efficient 
enough for some applications involved in Big Data.  
Furthermore, the security of most existing PSI-CA protocols is based on the computational complexity 
assumptions, which are strongly challenged by the increasing capability of computation or algorithms [12,23]. 
Especially, most computational assumptions are vulnerable to attack by the quantum computer. On the other hand, 
quantum cryptography can provide the unconditional security, which is guaranteed by physical principles of 
quantum mechanics. Compared to classical cryptography, the most important advantage of quantum cryptography is 
that an eavesdropper can easily be detected by using the characteristics of quantum mechanics.  
In addition, quantum mechanics offers novel algorithms that make it possible to speed up the solution of specific 
computational tasks, such as quantum factoring [23] and quantum search [12]. To the best of our knowledge, there is 
no any quantum protocol for PSI-CA. In this paper, we follow some ideas from quantum search and quantum 
counting [1,2,9,19,20], and present an unconditionally secure quantum PSI-CA protocol with only (1) 
communication complexity. 
Anonymous authentication [21,24,25], authenticating the client without revealing his/her identity, is another 
important issue in some novel network environments, such as wireless mobile networks [15], wireless body area 
networks [18], client-server networks [6,10,22] and cloud environments [28]. Because of its importance, many 
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anonymous authentication schemes have been proposed [15,18,21,22,24,25,28]. However, most existing schemes 
utilized classical cryptographic technologies. As mentioned previously, classical cryptosystems cannot ensure the 
unconditional security.  
Based on the proposed quantum PSI-CA protocol, we further construct a novel anonymous authentication scheme. 
The biggest advantage of our proposed scheme is that it can efficiently update (revoke or add) the authorized clients 
without employing complex cryptographic operations, and thus it is very suitable for the authentication of protecting 
the privacy of the clients in large-scale client-server networks or Cloud environments. 
Paper organization: Next section gives some basic conceptions of quantum computing, and an informal definition 
of PSI-CA. Furthermore, we present an efficient quantum PSI-CA protocol in Section 3, and construct a novel 
anonymous authentication scheme in Section 4. In addition, the security analysis and performance comparisons are 
shown in Section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6, 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1 Basic Conceptions of Quantum computing 
Quantum computing is a field at the junction of theoretical modern physics and theoretical computer science. In 
the following section, we first review some basic conceptions of quantum computing [20]. 
2.1.1 Quantum bits 
The bit is the fundamental concept of classical computation and classical information. Quantum computation and 
quantum information are built upon an analogous concept, the quantum bit, or qubit for short. Just as a classical bit 
has a state – either 0 or 1 – a qubit also has a state. Accordingly, two possible states for a qubit are the states |0⟩ and |1⟩, where |0⟩ and |1⟩ are two orthogonal unit vectors in 2-dimensional Hilbert space and further form a perfect 
complete orthogonal basis (later also called the computational basis). Here, notation like ‘|	⟩’ is called the Dirac 
notation, which is the standard notation for states in quantum mechanics. The difference between bits and qubits is 
that a qubit can be in a state other than |0⟩ or |1⟩. It is also possible to form linear combinations of states, often 
called superpositions:  
|⟩ = |0⟩ + |1⟩,                                                                                    (1) 
where  and  are complex numbers, and || + || = 1. Furthermore, it can be naturally generalized to multiple 
qubits. For example, an -qubit system can exist in any superposition of the 2 basis states 
|⟩ = |00…00⟩ + |00…01⟩ + |00… 10⟩ +⋯+ |11… 11⟩,                     (2) 
with ∑ || = 1, where the states |00… 00⟩, |00… 01⟩,…,	|11… 10⟩ and |11…11⟩ form a perfect complete 
orthogonal basis in -dimensional Hilbert space.  
2.1.2 Quantum measurement 
A measurement is described by an Hermitian operator (observable),  = ∑  !! , where  !  is the projector 
onto the eigenspace of   with eigenvalue  . After the measurement the state will be "#∣%〉'((!)  with probability )() = 〈| !|〉.   
For example,   = |0⟩⟨0| and   = |1⟩⟨1| are a set of projector operators in 2-dimensional Hilbert space, where 
                                                 |⟩ = |0⟩⟨0|(|0⟩ + |1⟩) 
                                                           = |0⟩⟨0|0⟩ + |0⟩⟨0|1⟩ 
                         = |0⟩,                                                                                                          (3) 
                                                       |⟩ = |1⟩⟨1|(|0⟩ + |1⟩) 
                                                                 = |1⟩⟨1|0⟩ + |1⟩⟨1|1⟩ 
= |1⟩,                                                                                                         (4) 
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                                                        )(0) = 〈| |〉 
                                                                 = (∗⟨0| + ∗⟨1|) (|0⟩ + |1⟩)   
                                                            = (∗⟨0| + ∗⟨1|)|0⟩ 
= ||,                                                                                                         (5) 
                                                   )(1) = 〈| |〉 
                                                             = (∗⟨0| + ∗⟨1|) (|0⟩ + |1⟩)   
                                                             = (∗⟨0| + ∗⟨1|)|1⟩ 
= ||.                                                                                                        (6) 
In other words, if we make a measurement on the state |⟩ = |0⟩ + |1⟩ in the basis {|0⟩, |1⟩}, |⟩ will be 
collapsed into the state |0⟩ or |1⟩, with respective probabilities || and ||. Similarly, measuring |0⟩ + |1⟩ +|2⟩ + ⋯+ |2 − 1⟩ in the computational basis {|1⟩, |2⟩,…,	|2 − 1⟩} gives |.⟩ with probability ||.  
2.1.3 Quantum transformation 
In quantum mechanics, the evolution of a closed system is described by a unitary transformation (or unitary 
operation), |⟩ = /|0⟩ (i.e., input a state |0⟩, and output a different state /|0⟩), where |0⟩ is the initial state of the 
system and |⟩ is the final state of the system after applying the unitary transformation /. We say that / is unitary if /1/ = 2, where /1 is the conjugate transpose of / and 2 is the identity operator.  
A quantum logical gate is an elementary quantum device which performs a unitary operation on qubits. A simple 
example of one-qubit quantum gate is NOT gate, which maps |0⟩ to |1⟩ and |1⟩ to |0⟩. The Hadamard gate is 
another very useful one-qubit quantum gate, defined by, 
                                                               3|0⟩ = √ (|0⟩ + |1⟩),  
3|1⟩ = √ (|0⟩ − |1⟩).                                                                              (7) 
The most useful multi-qubit quantum logic gate is the controlled-NOT or CNOT gate: |00⟩ → |00⟩, |01⟩ → |01⟩, |10⟩ → |11⟩ and |11⟩ → |10⟩, where the first qubit is the control qubit, and the second qubit is the target qubit. That 
is, if the control qubit is set to 0, then the target qubit is left alone. If the control qubit is set to 1, then the target qubit 
is flipped. 
In addition, an important quantum transformation which we shall use later is the quantum Fourier transform. The 
quantum Fourier transform is a linear transformation on qubits, and is the quantum version of the standard discrete 
Fourier transform. For 6 ∈ {0,1, … , − 1} , the quantum Fourier transform and the inverse quantum Fourier 
transform are defined as follows [9]: 
;<= ∶ |6⟩ 		→ 		 √?∑ @A BCD|E⟩?D ,                                                                      (8) 
;<= ∶ |6⟩ 		→ 		 √?∑ @A BCD|E⟩?D .                                                                   (9) 
Clearly,  
                                                         ;<=(;<=|6⟩) = ;<= 	F		 √?∑ @A BCD|E⟩?D G  
                                                                                      = √?∑ @ABCD;<=	|E⟩?D           
                                                                                      = √?∑ @ABCD( √?∑ @AHCI|J⟩?I )?D  
                                                                                      = ?∑ ∑ @AHC(KI)|J⟩?D?I  
                                                                                      = ?∑ |6⟩?D + ?∑ (∑ @AHC(KI))|J⟩?D?I:IMK   
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= |6⟩.                                                                                              (10) 
2.1.4 Quantum Parallelism 
Quantum parallelism allows a quantum computer (or a quantum circuit) to perform multiple computations 
simultaneously. The term was coined by physicist David Deutsch, so as to distinguish it from classical parallel 
computation in standard computers. 
In classical settings, parallel computing is performed by having several processors linked together, so that each 
processor performs one computation while the other processors are performing other computations. 
In quantum settings, a single quantum processor is able to perform multiple computations on its own by utilizing 
the fact that the qubit exists in the superposition of multiple states. This gives a quantum computer much greater raw 
computation ability than a traditional computer. 
For example, we consider a two-qubit quantum circuit, which performs a quantum transformation /N, defined by 
/N:		|6〉|E〉 		→ 		 |6〉|E⨁P(6)〉,                                                                       (11) 
where P(6): {0,1} → {0,1} is a classical function, and ⨁ denotes the addition module 2. If E = 0, then the final state 
of the second qubit is just the value P(6). That is, /N:		|6〉|0〉 → |6〉|P(6)〉. Furthermore, if |6〉 = |〉1|〉√ , then 
                                                           /N |〉1|〉√ |0〉 = /N |〉|〉1|〉|〉√   
                                                                                = QR|〉|〉1QR|〉|〉√         
                                    = |〉|N()〉1|〉|N()〉√ .                                                                       (12) 
That is, the quantum transformation /N computes P(0) and P(1) simultaneously. It can easily be generalized to a 
more powerful /N  that implements a more general function P(6): 	{0,1} → {0,1} , such that /N|6〉|E〉 =|6〉|E⨁P(6)〉, where the qubit lengths of the states |6〉 and |E〉 are  and 1, respectively. Similarly, consider the case 
where |6〉 = 3⨂|0〉⨂ and |E〉 = |0〉. Then 
                                                              /N|6〉|0〉 = /N3⨂|0〉⨂|0〉  
                                                                             = /N[|〉1|〉√ ]⨂|0〉  
                                                                             = /N( √∑ |.〉 )|0〉  
= √∑ |.〉 |P(.)〉.                                                                    (13) 
From Eq.13, we can clearly see that the quantum transformation /N  computes P(.) s for all values of . 
simultaneously. However, there is no immediate way of seeing them all together, because once the output state is 
measured, only one value of P(.) is revealed and the rest vanish. 
2.2 Private Set Intersection Cardinality  
Here, we give an informal definition of PSI-CA. 
Definition 1. Private Set Intersection Cardinality (PSI-CA) - There are two parties, a client and a server. The 
client inputs a private set V and the server inputs a private set W. After running a PSI-CA protocol, the client outputs 
the cardinality of their intersection, i.e., |V ∩ W|, but the server gets nothing. In addition, PSI-CA should meet the 
following privacy requirements: 
Server Privacy. The client learns no information about the set elements of the server except knowing the set size, |W|. 
Client Privacy. The server cannot get any private information about the client’s set. 
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There are many important applications of PSI-CA in privacy-preserving settings. For instance, PSI-CA can be 
used in social networking [3], e.g., when two parties want to privately determine the number of common 
connections in order to decide whether or not to become friends. 
3. Quantum Private Set Intersection Cardinality 
In this section, we follow some ideas from Grover’s search algorithm [1,12] and quantum counting algorithms 
[2,9,19,20], take advantage of quantum parallelism, and present a novel quantum PSI-CA protocol. Suppose the 
client’s private set V = {Y, Y, ⋯ , YZ} and the server’s private set W = {[, [, ⋯ [\}, and all elements of the sets V and W lie in ℤ^ , where ℤ^ = {0,1,2, … , _ − 1} and _ = 2  (i.e.,  = log_). In addition, we assume that  + < ^ , and _ and  are public. The proposed protocol consists of 5 steps, which are described in detail as follows. 
Step 1. The client prepares an initial state |d〉 in |0〉⨂, further applies 3⨂ to the state |d〉, and then gets the 
resultant state |d〉. That is, |d〉 = 3⨂|0〉⨂ = √^∑ |6〉^K . Then the client sends |d〉 to the server through the 
quantum channel. 
Step 2. After receiving the state |d〉, the server prepares an ancillary state |e〉, where e is a random integer in {0,1}. 
Furthermore, the server performs an oracle transformation /N\  on the state |d〉⨂|e〉, where /N\  is and works as 
follows: 
P(6) = f1				.P	6 ∈ W0				.P	6 ∉ W ,                                                                            (14) 
/N\ :			 √^∑ |6〉|e〉^K 	→ 	 √^∑ |6〉|e⨁P(6)〉^K  .                                                     (15) 
Here, we call the resultant state |d〉, i.e., |d〉 = √^∑ |6〉|e⨁P(6)〉^K . Then the server sends |d〉 back to the 
client through the quantum channel. 
Step 3. After receiving the state |d〉 , the client performs another oracle transformation /NZ  on it, where the 
transformation /NZ  is described as follows: 
P(6) = f1				.P	6 ∈ V0				.P	6 ∉ V ,                                                                             (16) 
/NZ :			 √^∑ |6〉|e⨁P(6)〉^K 	→ 	 √^∑ |6〉|e⨁P(6)⨁P(6)〉^K .                                        (17) 
Here, the resultant state is called |dh〉, that is, |dh〉 = √^∑ |6〉|e⨁P(6)⨁P(6)〉^K . Please note, P(6)⨁P(6) ⇔(6 ∈ W)⨁(6 ∈ V), so the state |dh〉 has carried the classical information about the cardinality of their intersection. 
Step 4. In order to extract the intersection cardinality from the state |dh〉, the client prepares another quantum state 
in 

√?∑ |E〉?D , where  is a big enough integer, so that the value of A? 'j(_ − j) + Ak?k |_ − 2j| is small enough (j 
is later defined in Step 5). Let |dl〉 = √?∑ |E〉?D ⨂|dh〉. Furthermore, the client applies a quantum operator mn  to 
the state |dl〉, and then gets the state |do〉, where mn  is defined as follows: 
                                                               mn:	|dl〉 	→	|do〉,         
mn :	 √?∑ |E〉?D ⨂|dh〉 	→ 	 √?∑ |E〉?D ⨂pD|dh〉,                                                            (18) 
                                                      |do〉 = √?∑ |E〉?D ⨂pD|dh〉,   
= √?∑ |E〉?D ⨂pD( √^∑ |6〉|e⨁P(6)⨁P(6)〉^K ).                                 (19) 
Here, p is the amplitude amplification operator, defined by 
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p = /qr/Ns ,                                                                                       (20) 
/Ns|6〉|e〉 = f−|6〉|1〉				.P	e = 1				|6〉|0〉			.P	e = 0,                                                                   (21) 
/qr = 2|dh〉〈dh| − 2,                                                                            (22) 
where 2 is the identity operator. 
Step 5. The client applies ;<= to the first log qubits of the state |do〉 and then measures the first log qubits in 
the computational basis to obtain |6〉. Finally, he/she outputs _t.(K?u) as the estimation of j, which is the number 
of the items that the last one qubit of the state |dh〉 is in |1〉, i.e., the number of the items just like |6〉|1〉 in the state 
|dh〉. If  j < _/2, then the client outputs (Z1\)w , that is, |V ∩ W| = (Z1\)w ; otherwise, (Z1\1w)^ , that is, |V ∩ W| = (Z1\1w)^ . 
In addition, in order to check eavesdropping in the quantum channel, we can use the decoy technology. That is, 
the sender randomly inserts several decoy particles into the qubit sequence to be transmitted, where every decoy 
particle is prepared randomly with either Z-basis (i.e., {|0〉, |1〉} or X-basis (i.e., { √ (|0〉 + |1〉), √ (|0〉 − |1〉)}). 
After confirming that the receiver has received the transmitted sequence, the sender announces the positions of the 
decoy particles and the corresponding measurement basis. The receiver measures the decoy particles according to 
the sender’s announcements and tells the sender his (her) measurement results. The sender compares the 
measurement results of the receiver with the initial states of the decoy particles in the transmitted sequence and 
analyzes the security of the transmissions. If the error rate is higher than the threshold determined by the channel 
noise, they cancel this protocol and restarts; or else they continue to the next step. 
The correctness proof. Starting from the state |dh〉 = √^∑ |6〉|e⨁P(6)⨁P(6)〉^K , we define 
                            |〉 = √w∑ |6〉|1〉 ,                                                                               (23) 
|〉 = √^w∑ |6〉|0〉 .                                                                           (24) 
Obviously, the state |dh〉 can be re-expressed as 
|dh〉 = x^w^ |〉 + x w^ |〉 .                                                                    (25) 
In other words, |dh〉 is the uniform superposition of all product states, |〉 is the uniform superposition of these 
product states satisfying e⨁P(6)⨁P(6) = 1 , and |〉  the counterpart of |〉 . Obviously, |〉 ⊥ |〉  . Choose 
z ∈ (0, A) such that t.z = w^. We have t.z = x w^ and {|tz = x^w^ , and thus |dh〉 = {|tz|〉 + t.z|〉. Then, 
we can easily obtain the following equations: 
                                                   p|〉 = /qr/Ns|〉 = /qr|〉  
                                                            = (2|dh〉〈dh| − 2)|〉 
                                                            = 2|dh〉〈dh|〉 − |〉 
                                                            = 2{|tz|dh〉 − |〉 
                                                            = 2{|tz({|tz|〉 + t.z|〉) − |〉 
                                                            = (2{|tz − 1)|〉 + 2t.z{|tz|〉 
= {|t2z|〉 + t.2z|〉 ,                                                                         (26) 
                                                   p|〉 = /qr/Ns|〉 = /qr(−|〉) 
                                                            = (2|dh〉〈dh|−2)(−|〉) 
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                                                            = −2|dh〉〈dh|〉 + |〉 
                                                            = −2t.z|dh〉 + |〉 
                                                            = −2t.z({|tz|〉 + t.z|〉) + |〉 
                                                            = −2t.z{|tz|〉 + (1 − 2t.z)|〉 
= −t.2z|〉 + {|t2z|〉 .                                                                            (27) 
Obviously, p is a rotation operator of angle 2z oriented from |〉 to |〉 in the two-dimensional subspace spanned by |〉 and |〉. If we start from the state |dh〉, each application of p  rotates it toward |〉 by 2z . Thus, repeated 
application of p rotates it close to |〉. Furthermore, we define two orthogonal states as follows: 
|01〉 = √ (|〉 − .|〉) ,                                                                                  (28) 
|0〉 = √ (|〉 + .|〉) .                                                                                  (29) 
Then,  
                                         p|01〉 = √ (p|〉 − .p|〉)   
                                                    = √ ({|t2z|〉 + t.2z|〉 + .t.2z|〉 − .{|t2z|〉  (by Eqs.(26) and (27)) 
                                                    = }~k√ (|〉 − .|〉)   (by @ = {|t2z + .t.2z) = @|01〉,                                                                                                             (30)  
                                        p|0〉 = √ (p|〉 + .p|〉)   
                                                   = √ ({|t2z|〉 + t.2z|〉 − .t.2z|〉 + .{|t2z|〉  (by Eqs.(26) and (27)) 
= }~k√ (|〉 + .|〉)   (by @ = {|t2z − .t.2z) = @|0〉 .                                                                                                           (31) 
That is, |01〉  and |0〉  are eigenvectors of p  with eigenvalues @  and @ , respectively. Let z = u , then 
|dh〉 = {|tz|〉 + t.z|〉 = }~√ |01〉 + }~√ |0〉. If we apply p to |dh〉 for E times, then 
pD	|dh〉 = }~(kH)√ |01〉 + }~(kH)√ |0〉.                                                               (32) 
Thus, we get 
                                               |do〉 = √?∑ |E〉?D ⨂pD|dh〉   
         = √?∑ [|E〉⨂(}~(kH)√ |01〉 + }~(kH)√ |0〉)]?D  
                 = }~√? ∑ @AD|E〉|01〉?D + }~√? ∑ @AD|E〉|0〉?D  
                              = }~√? ∑ @AD|E〉|01〉?D + }~√? ∑ @AD()|E〉|0〉?D  .                          (33) 
After applying ;<= to the first log qubits of the state |do〉, we have 
					;<=|do〉 = ;<=[}~√? ∑ @AD|E〉|01〉?D + }~√? ∑ @AD()|E〉|0〉?D ]  
= }~√? ∑ @AD(;<=|E〉)|01〉?D + }~√? ∑ @AD()(;<=|E〉)|0〉?D   
= }~√? ∑ @AD( √?∑ @AHCK?K |6〉)|01〉?D + }~√? ∑ @AD()( √?∑ @AHCK?K |6〉)|0〉?D   
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= }~√ ∑ {??K ∑ @AD(BC)}|6〉?D |01〉 + }~√ ∑ {??K ∑ @AD[()BC]}|6〉?D |0〉  
= }~√ |61〉|01〉 + }~√ |6〉|0〉 ,                                                                                                     (34) 
with 
|61〉 = ∑ {??K ∑ @AD(BC)}|6〉?D  ,                                                                        (35) 
|6〉 = ∑ {??K ∑ @AD[()BC]}|6〉?D  .                                                                  (36) 
If we make a measurement on |61〉 in the computational basis {|0〉,	|1〉,…,	| − 1〉}, we will get |6〉 with the 
probability of ?∑ 	@AD(BC)?D . So, 
 FK? − ≤ ?G =  (|6 −| ≤ 1)  
=  (6 = ) +  (6 = )  
= ?∑ 	@AD(CC )?D 
 + ?∑ 	@AD(CC )?D 

  
                                                              =  }~kC(CC )?(}~k(CC ))

+  }~kC(CC )?(}~k(CC ))

 
                                                              = 	[A?FCC G]?[AFCC G]
 + 	[A?FCC G]?[AFCC G]

  
                                                              = k[A?FCC G]?kk[AFCC G] +
k[A?FCC G]
?kk[AFCC G] 
                                                              ≥ ?kkF kCG +

?kkF kCG 
                                                              = ?kkF kCG 
                                                              > ?kF kCGk 
= Ak .                                                                                                            (37) 
It shows that after measuring, 
K
? is close or equal to	 with high probability. In detail, if we make a measurement on |61〉, the probability of getting either  or , providing an estimation for  within the error ?, is at least Ak. 
Similarly, if we make a measurement on |6〉 , the probability of getting either (1 − )  or (1 − ) , 
providing an estimation for (1 − ) within the error ?, is at least Ak. That is, K? is close or equal to 1 −  with high 
probability. Since z = u and t.z = w^, j = _t.u. For the first case (i.e., |61〉),  ≈ K?, so j ≈ _t.(u K?); 
for the second case (i.e, |6〉),  ≈ 1 − K?, so j ≈ _t. Fu − u K?G = _t.(u K?). In both cases, it gives the same 
estimation of j. 
Theorem 1 [9]. ∀ ∈ ℤ, |j − j̃| ≤ A? 'j(_ − j) + Ak?k |_ − 2j| with probability at least Ak, where j̃ is an estimation 
of j. That is, the error ε ≤ A? 'j(_ − j) + Ak?k |_ − 2j|. 




Table 1. The relation of j and |V ∩ W| in the case of e = 1 
6 P(6) P(6) e e⨁P(6)⨁P(6) Cardinality 
6 ∉ V ∧ 6 ∉ W 0 0 1 1 _ − |V ∪ W| 
6 ∉ V ∧ 6 ∈ W 0 1 1 0 |W| − |V ∩ W| 
6 ∈ V ∧ 6 ∉ W 1 0 1 0 |V| − |V ∩ W| 
6 ∈ V ∧ 6 ∈ W 1 1 1 1 |V ∩ W| 
Given from Table 1, obviously, we can get 
                                                       	j = (_ − |V ∪ W|) + |V ∩ W|  
                                                      = (_ − (|V| + |W| − |V ∩ W|)) + |V ∩ W|  
= _ − ( + ) + 2|V ∩ W| .                                                                            (38) 
It implies j > ^ , since  +  < ^ . Furthermore, the following equation clearly holds, 
|V ∩ W| = (Z1\1w)^  .                                                                                  (39) 
Table 2. The relation of j and |V ∩ W| in the case of e = 0 
6 P(6) P(6) e e⨁P(6)⨁P(6) Cardinality 
6 ∉ V ∧ 6 ∉ W 0 0 0 0 _ − |V ∪ W| 
6 ∉ V ∧ 6 ∈ W 0 1 0 1 |W| − |V ∩ W| 
6 ∈ V ∧ 6 ∉ W 1 0 0 1 |V| − |V ∩ W| 
6 ∈ V ∧ 6 ∈ W 1 1 0 0 |V ∩ W| 
Given from Table 2, clearly, we can obtain 
                                                       j = (|W| − |V ∩ W|) + (|V| − |V ∩ W|)  
                                                      = |V| + |W| − 2|V ∩ W|  
                          =  +  − 2|V ∩ W| .                                                                                       (40) 
It implies j < ^ , since  +  < ^ . Furthermore, the following equation obviously holds, 
|V ∩ W| = (Z1\)w  .                                                                                      (41) 
In Step 5, it can clearly and rightly get the estimation of j with the high probability ) () ≥ Ak) and the small error , 
where  ≤ A? 'j(_ − j) + Ak?k |_ − 2j|  (e.g., if _ = 2 , j = 20  and  = 2 , then  ≤ 0.182 ). Furthermore, if j < _/2, then |V ∩ W| = (Z1\)w ; otherwise, |V ∩ W| = (Z1\1w)^ . Therefore, the proposed quantum PSI-CA 
protocol can give a good estimation of |V ∩ W| with the same high probability ) and the same small error . 
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4. Anonymous Authentication 
In this section, we present a novel anonymous authentication scheme for large-scale client-server networks based 
on the quantum PSI-CA protocol designed above. The proposed anonymous authentication scheme mainly includes 
four phases: Initialization Phase, Registration Phase, Anonymous Authentication Phase, and Updating Phase. The 
detailed description is as follows: 
Initialization Phase: Suppose that there is a trusted third party (TTP), and all system parameters are generated by 
the TTP.  
Step 1. The TTP selects a large integer, _, and two small integers,  and ¢, such that 0 < ¢ <  ≪ _.  
Step 2. The TTP randomly generates a private set ¤ (¤ ⊂ ℤ^), such that |¤| is close to ^  but |¤| +  < ^  (to meet 
the assumption of the proposed quantum PSI-CA protocol), and computes its complement ¤̅ = ℤ^ − ¤.  
Step 3. Then the TTP publishes the public parameters {_, , ¢ }, and privately sends the set ¤ to the server. 
Registration Phase: Each client is required to first register at the server for subscribing the future services and to 
further apply for an authentication warrant to the TTP with the permission of the server.  
Step 1. During the registration, the server checks the authenticity and legality of the client ci. After confirming 
his/her authenticity and legality, the server informs the TTP to generate an authentication warrant for the 
client ci.  
Step 2. After receiving the permission of the server, the TTP randomly generates a unique set m  for the 
authorized client ci: m = § ∪ ¨ , where § ⊂ ¤ and ¨ ⊂ ¤̅, and |§| = ¢ and |¨| =  − ¢. Obviously, |m| =  and |m ∩ ¤| = ¢. In addition, please note that m ∩ mI = ∅ if . ≠ J. Then, the TTP privately sends 
the set m  to the client ci.  
Step 3. After receiving the set m , the client ci verifies its validity by calling a quantum PSI-CA protocol with the 
help of the server to compute the intersection cardinality of the sets, m  and ¤, where the client is the 
initiator of the quantum PSI-CA protocol. If it satisfies the condition of ¢ −  ≤ |m ∩ ¤| ≤ ¢ + , the 
client accepts the set m  as his/her authentication warrant for the future services, where 
 = A? 'j(_ − j) + Ak?k |_ − 2j|. 
Step 4. Suppose that in all there are « authorized clients. Finally, the TTP computes § = ⋃ §­  and ¨ = ⋃ ¨­ , 
which will be utilized to revoke or add the authorized clients in future.  
Anonymous Authentication Phase: In this phase, suppose that the remote client ci requests the server to 
authenticate his/her legality in order to get certain resources or services, but he/she wants to protect the privacy of 
his/her identity. As an authorized client, he/she must have privately owned an authentication warrant, i.e., the set m , 
which is generated by the TTP in advance. After receiving the authentication request of the client, the server asks the 
client to collaboratively execute a quantum PSI-CA protocol to compute the intersection cardinality of their 
respective private sets, where the server is the initiator. That is, the server and the client privately input the sets, ¤ 
and m , respectively, and finally the server gets an estimation of  |¤ ∩ m| with a high probability and a small error, 
but the client nothing. If it satisfies that ¢ −  ≤ |¤ ∩ m| ≤ ¢ + , the authentication passes successfully, otherwise 
it fails. 
Updating Phase: The updating phase includes two cases: revoking any authorized client and adding a new client. 
Revoking any client. Suppose that the server wants to revoke the client cj. Then the server requests the TTP to 
announce the authentication warrant of the client cj (i.e., mI). After getting mI , the server computes §I = ¤ ∩ mI, and 
updates his privet set ¤ = ¤ − §I . In addition, the TTP also updates ¤ = ¤ − §I  and ¤̅ = ¤̅ − Ï  by computing §I = ¤ ∩ mI  and Ï = mI − §I , and further updates § = § − §I   and ¨ = ¨ − Ï . Other authorized clients’ 
authentication warrants (i.e., private sets) keep unchanged.   
Adding a new client. Suppose that a new client cl+1 requests the server to join into the client-server networks. If the 
server agrees his/her joining, then he informs the TTP to generate an authentication warrant for the new client. After 
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getting the permission of the server, the TTP randomly generates two new sets, §­1 ⊂ ¤ − § and ¨­1 ⊂ ¤̅ − ¨, 
where |§­1| = ¢ and |¨­1| =  − ¢. Furthermore, the TTP computes m­1 = §­1 ∩ ¨­1 and privately sends m­1 
to the client cl+1. After verifying its validity, the client cl+1 accepts m­1 as his/her authentication warrant. Finally, the 
TTP updates § = § ∪ §­1  and ¨ = ¨ ∪ ¨­1 . Similarly, other authorized clients’ authentication warrants (i.e., 
private sets) keep unchanged. 
5. Analysis  
We have proved the correctness of the proposed quantum PSI-CA protocol in Section 3. In this section, we 
continue to analyze its security, which sees Theorem 2 and 3 in detail.  
Theorem 2 (Server Privacy). In our proposed quantum PSI-CA protocol, the client learns no information about the 
set elements of the server except knowing the set size, . 
Proof. In proposed quantum PSI-CA protocol, the server only sends a quantum state, |d〉, to the client, without any 
other classical information. Though the classical information about P(6) is embedded into the state |d〉, the client 
cannot directly extract it from |d〉. Suppose that the whole quantum system of the sate |d〉 consists of two 
subsystems: the -qubit subsystem m® and the 1-qubit ancillary system ¤®. For a dishonest client, if he/she makes a 
projective measurement on the state |d〉, he/she will get |6〉|e⨁P(6)〉 for any 6 with the probability of ^. Thus, the 
ancillary system ¤® can be characterized by the quantum ensemble ℇ ≡ {)K , ±²®(6)}, where )K = ^ and  
                                                       ±²®(6) = =e³®(|6〉|e⨁P(6)〉⟨e⨁P(6)|⟨6|)   
= |e⨁P(6)〉⟨e⨁P(6)|.                                                                            (42) 
Furthermore, |d〉 = √^∑ |6〉|e⨁P(6)〉^K , so the ancillary system ¤® can also be described by the following density 
operator, 
                                                      ±²® = =e³®(|d〉⟨d|)   
                                                           = ⟨0|d〉⟨d|0〉 + ⟨1|d〉⟨d|1〉 + ⋯+⟨_ − 1|d〉⟨d|_ − 1〉   
= ^w^ |0〉⟨0| + w^ |1〉⟨1|.                                                                                   (43) 
That is, ±²® is the average state of the ancillary system ¤®. By the Holevo bound [14], we obtain 
                                                 2 ≤ ´(ℇ) = ¤(±²®) − ^∑ ¤(±²®(6))^K      
                                                                  = ¤(±²®)   
= ¤ F^w^ |0〉⟨0| + w^ |1〉⟨1|G,                                                                     (44) 
which attains the maximum value at j = ^ . That is, 
                         2 ≤ ¤ F |0〉⟨0| +  |1〉⟨1|G = 1.                                                                       (45) 
It is the upper bound of the client’s accessible information from the ancillary system through the measurement. 
However, the client does not know any prior knowledge about e because it is selected randomly by the server, so 3(e) = 1 (Please note that 3(∙) and ¤(∙) denote Shannon entropy and Von Neumann entropy, respectively). That is, 
it is equivalent to encrypt the classical information P(6) by using the random integer e in the one-time pad method. 
So, only from the state |d〉, the client cannot get any information about P(6).  
In addition, if the client does not honestly execute this protocol, he can send a fake state |6〉 to the server, instead 
of the state |d〉. Accordingly, the returned state from the server will be |6〉|e⨁P(6)〉, not |d〉. Due to the random 
number e, obviously the client can still not get any information about P(6).  
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In short, regardless of the sent states, the client cannot get any secret information about P(6) from the returned 
state accordingly, due to the random number e. Therefore, in our proposed quantum PSI-CA protocol, the client 
learns no information about the set elements of the server except knowing his set size , which is public.  
Theorem 3 (Client Privacy). In our proposed quantum PSI-CA protocol, the server cannot get any private 
information about the client’s set. 
Proof. In our proposed quantum PSI-CA protocol, the server only receives the state |d〉 from the client without any 
classical information. However, the state |d〉, which is fully independent of the client’s set, does not carry any 
private information of the client. Therefore, the server cannot get any private information about the client’s set. 
In addition, the security of the quantum channel is guaranteed by the decoy-particle checking technology. From 
Theorem 2 and 3, combined with the security of the quantum channel, it clearly shows that our proposed quantum 
PSI-CA protocol achieves the unconditional security. 
Furthermore, we analyze the security of the proposed anonymous authentication scheme. In general, anonymous 
authentication has two secure goals: Secure authentication and Anonymity. In the following section, we will prove 
that our scheme can achieve the two secure goals. 
Theorem 4 (Secure authentication). In our proposed anonymous authentication scheme, no unauthorized client can 
successfully pass the authentication of the server. 
Proof. If an attacker wants to successfully pass the authentication of the server, he must generate an -element set 
m∗ over ℤ^  satisfying |m∗ ∩ ¤| = ¢. However, the probability of generating a qualified set m∗  is about F¶/k· GF¶/k·GF¶G  
(suppose that |¤| = _/2 and |¤̅| = _/2), where 0 < ¢ <  ≪ _ . For example, if _ = 100 , ¢ = 2  and  = 10 , 
then 
¸¹ºk »¸¹º¼ »¸ººº » ≈ 0.038; if _ = 100 , ¢ = 2  and  = 20 , then ¸
¹ºk »¸¹º¼»¸ººkº » ≈ 4.126 × 10o . Therefore, in our proposed 
anonymous authentication scheme, no unauthorized client can successfully pass the authentication of the server 
except with very small probability, which is ignorable. 
Please note that  and ¢ should be determined by the value of F¶/k· GF¶/k·GF¶G  for a given _, such that 
F¶/k· GF¶/k·GF¶G  is 
small enough. 
Theorem 5 (Anonymity). In our proposed anonymous authentication scheme, the server cannot know any 
information about the identity of the authenticated client. 
Proof. The quantum PSI-CA protocol guarantees the anonymity of the proposed anonymous authentication scheme, 
because the server only know the cardinality of the intersection, but not the set elements of the intersection. 
Furthermore, the intersection cardinality of any authorized client and the server is equal to the same value, ¢, which 
is fully independent of his/her identity. Therefore, in our proposed anonymous authentication scheme, the server 
cannot know any information about the identity of the authenticated client.  
Besides achieving two basic secure goals, the proposed anonymous authentication scheme can easily update the 
authorized clients (i.e., revoke any authorized client or add a new client), where the main computation costs of 
updating are several set operations. However, in most existing anonymous authentication schemes, revoking an 
authorized client is a very complex task. Before each authentication it usually needs to add an extra revocation test 
to check whether the client is in the revocation list, which consumes lots of cryptographic operations.  
Finally, we analyze the communication costs of the proposed protocol and scheme. For the quantum PSI-CA 
protocol, we can easily see that the client and the server only exchange two quantum messages (i.e., |d〉 and |d〉) 
without any classical message, where the size of each quantum message is about log_ qubits. However, the most 
efficient classical PSI-CA protocol needs to exchange at least ( + ) classical messages [7], where the bit length 
of each classical message is also log_. Compared with these classical protocols with ( + ) communication 
complexity, obviously the communication complexity of our proposed quantum PSI-CA protocol is constant, (1), 
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since the number of exchanged messages is independent of the numbers of the set elements,   and  . For the 
anonymous authentication scheme, the main cost of each authentication is to execute one quantum PSI-CA protocol. 
Accordingly its communication complexity is also (1).  
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we presented an efficient quantum protocol to privately compute the cardinality of set intersection, 
which is called the quantum PSI-CA protocol. The proposed quantum PSI-CA protocol achieves the unconditional 
security, which is guaranteed by the basic principle of quantum mechanics. In addition, compared with the classical 
PSI-CA protocols, the proposed protocol can reduce the communication complexity, since it only requires (1) 
communication cost, which is fully independent of the size of the sets. Furthermore, based on the proposed quantum 
PSI-CA protocol, we constructed a novel anonymous authentication scheme. Similarly, this scheme has the 
unconditional security in communications, which is guaranteed by the quantum PSI-CA protocol. In addition, there 
is a good advantage of our proposed scheme that it is very simple to deal with dynamic updating, because it only 
needs to simply compute several set operations when revoking any authorized client or adding a new client. Thus it 
is very suitable for applications in large-scale client-server networks or Cloud environments.  
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